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Whilst we are wild supporters of using more colour, we don’t
want to see it wasted. In fact, we don’t like to waste anything,
which is why your deliveries come in re-cycled boxes and our
packing comes from shredding the boxes we can’t use. So, we
would like to help make our colour work harder, with this new
tube squeezer:
IN JUST 2
WEEKS THIS
TUBE SQUEEZER
COULD PAY FOR
ITSELF

NEW Tube Squeezer helps avoid waste by completely emptying
every tube. It’s designed for ease of use, with the large handle
providing leverage requiring less effort on your part. There’s no
awkward cranking, no pinched fingers... just empty tubes.

£11.50 Salon RSP
We all know just how difficult it can be to get that last drop out
of the tube using fingers alone. We estimate that the waste in
these cases is around 7% - 10%, and over the course of a year
that is a lot of waste.

6 + 1 FREE
net

£9.86
each

1. If you are using on average 10 tubes of colour a week at £5.75 per tube, that
means you could be throwing away up to one tube a week.
2. One tube a week over the course of a year could be 52 tubes !!!! That’s £299.00

The Italy Professional range of Shampoos and Conditioners are
light on the purse, but great on the hair. Great price for the salon:
AT 3 + 1 Free: Shampoo 5L price £14.21 = £2.84/L
And Conditioner 5L price is £17.06 = £3.41/L
We supply pumps for use with the 5L size, but if limited for
space why not decant into smaller bottles and keep refilling.
5 Litre (SHAMPOO)

£18.95 salon RSP
1 litre (SHAMPOO)

£8.95 plus Vat
NEW FOR 2022

5 Litre (CONDITIONER)

£22.75 salon RSP
1 litre (CONDITIONER)

£9.95 salon RSP

3 + 1 FREE

ALL

FORMATS
Range includes: POMEGRANATE SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER for coloured and
treated hair. ALOE VERA for dry hair. ARGAN OIL for damaged hair. COTTON
EXTRACT for fine and thin hair (shampoo only).

IS COMING... SEE PAGE 6

Top Tips - Perfect Blondes
1.

What is your starting point? The base will indicate the level of peroxide you’ll need and the type of lightener
to best achieve the desired blonde for your client. Clay bleach offers less lift but a more sun kissed result, Iconic
is the most powerful within the Oh My Blonde range with 9+ lift. Is your client natural/virgin hair or does the hair
have a build-up of colour? It’s always best to strand test to assess the strength of your client’s hair and if the
colour is achievable in one sitting.

2.

If your client is darker than a base 5 we strongly recommend that you use the OMB ICONIC 9+ blue powder
compact bleach, as this will give maximum neutralisation of the natural pigments on the client’s undertones. Your
best approach is the LOW & SLOW method on a low developer. This will allow the blue pigments in the bleach
to neutralise the client’s undertones. It also allows you to have more time during your application - you can leave
the bleach on longer due to using a low developer. If a second application is needed, please do not wash off the
1st application - just wipe off and re-apply the second application.

3.

It might sound boring but MEASURE for an accurate result. The right consistency of product will simply work
optimally to give you the best possible outcome. CHECK the client’s welfare throughout the process. Regularly
check the progress of the hair while lightening. Pay particulalr attention to the porosity and level of lift. Also ask
regularly how the client is feeling, especially if they are having an on-scalp service.

4.

Once you have reached your target lift, always wash the hair twice and condition using any of the It&ly Synergicare
or WondHairFul masks as this evens out the porosity of the hair.

5.

While it’s not always necessary to tone, especially with the Easily Blonde and Iconic blue based lighteners we do have some fabulous options if that is what is required. Oh My Blonde toners are designed to counteract
yellow/light orange tones as they have a violet undertone. They are also customisable with the denim
blue violet toner, which acts as an additive to increase neutralisation. Delyton has C and A tones to counteract
orange and yellow and Colorly has the newly extended Pearl ash range for a beautiful iridescent shimmering
effect on levels 9-12. For a super ash result choose the CC range in Aquarely, as this range is the best to really
knock out orange.

6.

For a longer lasting toner result do not exceed any more than 1 shade lighter than the level you are working on,
for best results use the same level that you are working on. Apply the toner on dry hair rather than wet using
5vol or 10vol.

7.

Use Sunlight oil to clean violet shampoo build-up. If your client is coming in to have their roots re-lightened it
may prove a challenge to match the ends if your client is a silver shampoo addict. Ask the client at the point of
booking to stop using silver shampoo before their next appointment. Alternatively, use Sunlight oil, which only
lifts 3 levels, to cleanse away silver shampoo build up before starting to create your platinum masterpiece!

8.

If you have failed to get the lift but the hair is nearly there, you can use a high-lift such as SSB or SSV in Colorly
or Aquarely. This will create a bit of lift and tone at the same time without rebleaching.

Free Cosmetic bag with every three retail sizes of shampoo,
conditioner or Cool Blonde Spray. Free retail display with
mixed order of 12 pieces. 10 +2 FREE any pack format.
05091 Shampoo 250ml & 05093 Conditioner 250ml

£8.45 salon RSP
05094 Cool Blonde Spray 150ml

£13.95 salon RSP

ALL 10 + 2

FREE

FOR SALON

6 + 1 FREE
net

£7.29
each

6 + 1 FREE
net

£11.96
each

ACTIVATOR 5VOL / 1.5%
Stabilized developer (5 VOL
/ 1.5%) specifically formulated
to guarantee maximum
performance when used with
Blonde Toner shades & mixed
with pH Modulator. This better
controls the lightening of the
natural melanin.

PH MODULATOR
Inhibits the lightening of
natural melanin & naturalises
the effect of oxidation dyes.
Just a few drops, mixed
into toner are all it takes to
mitigate the alkalinity of the
toning cream, preventing the
lightening of natural hair.

05095 Activator 1 litre

05095 PH Modulator 100ml

£8.50 salon RSP

£13.95 salon RSP

TUBE-FOR-TUBE
SWAP AVAILABLE
ASK FOR DETAILS

Aquarely permanent cream tint 100ml tube
Easy to use, excellent coverage, superb vibrancy and great
condition and shine. 118 fantastic shades, including Chocolates,
Fire Reds and Intense shades.

LOOKING TO TRY AQUARELY - STARTER PACKS
Pack One - 12 Tubes (code AQUA12)
Pack includes 12 tubes of Aquarely, 1 litre cream KIT OFFER
£50.00
developer and an Aquarely Shade Chart.
Plus VA
T

Saving £75.15 off salon RSP

Pack Two - 24 Tubes (code AQUA24)
Pack includes 24 tubes of Aquarely,
3 litres cream developer in 20, 30 & 40 VOL,
It&ly tint bowl, brush & poster and an Aquarely
Shade Chart.

KIT OFFER

£100.00
Plus VAT

Saving £114.05 off salon RSP

Pack Three - 36 Tubes (code AQUA36)
Pack includes 36 tubes of Aquarely,
4 litres cream developer in 10, 20, 30 & 40 VOL, KIT OFFER
It&ly tint bowl, brush & poster and an Aquarely £150.00
Shade Chart. Also includes FREE Iconic Blonde Plus VAT
500gm bleach and Blonde Sealer 500ml
Saving £175.65 off salon RSP

Iconic Blonde 500gm
and Blonde Sealer
500ml FREE with 36
Tubes of Aquarely
(worth £16.95 & £14.50)

Pack Four - 72 Tubes (code AQUA72)
Pack includes 72 tubes of Aquarely, all the
KIT OFFER
extras as per Pack Three, PLUS It&ly embroided £300.00
tint / bleach resistants towels (12), Capes (4) and Plus VAT
Aprons (2). This extra workwear worth £132.80.
Saving £372.65 off salon RSP

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
We are so proud and confident of our colour, that if after trying Aquarely , you don’t agree with us that it is
one of the best tints on the market, you can return the unused colour for a refund at £4.50 per tube.
Refund limited to the value of the orignal kit and subject to returning the full kit content less used tubes / peroxide

PRODUCT REVIEWS
New Miraki Clipper FX. Features a 440C stainless steel and ceramic blade,
adjustable grade taper (0.8mm to 2mm cutting length), variable speed
control (max 7000rpm) and a long-lasting Li-ion battery (with a massive 270
mins use). Digital display with battery life indicator and 3mm, 6mm, 9mm &
12mm clipper guards. Magnetic close presentation box. Great
retail opportunity
SAVE 15%

£45.90

£54.00 Salon RSP

each

The product’s great... but don’t take our word for it:
“Great for thick hair “
“Lightweight & Long battery life“
“Great for skin fades”
“Amazing how you can change the speed”
Ush Hair, Wold Rd, Hull.
Amy Usher-Goldsmith
“Love the fact they are cordless”
“Easy Comb Change”
“Great lasting battery”
“Very light- weight”
“The price is so good”

“Love how easy it is to change the grades”
“Very comfortable to use especially the shape
and weight”
“The battery life is amazing”
“Can’t believe how reasonable the price is!”

Studio One, Britannia Rd, Slaithewaite
Mrs Julie Miller

Le Salon, Otley Road, Harrogate
Mrs Karen Clark

Wondhairful Hydra “...so good we use it ourselves!”
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“Our Favourite Shampoo is the Wondhairful Hydra, we use it mostly
on blondes and when the client’s hair is feeling particularly dry and
lacking shine. It lathers well and smells amazing; the clients always
comment how nice it is. It has a good consistency to it and it leaves
hair feeling soft, silky and brilliant to work with. Our clients love this
range, First the smell amazes them, then they love how their hair
feels once styled; we always get positive feedback.
Retail opportunities are great - this is our best-selling product. There
is not much sales talk required as the product sells itself, once purchased they return for more as the results are truly amazing.”
1 Litre Shampoo / Conditioner
ALL 10 + 2

FREE

FOR SALON

£16.50 salon RSP
250ml Shampoo/ 200ml Mask

£8.50 salon RSP
6 x 20ml Amplifico (01853)

£12.95 salon RSP
L’perfection are a busy Salon due to celebrate their 10th Birthday.
They have a vast range of clients many of whom travel many miles
for their services. Their speciality is colour corrections. They have
a talented team of award-winning stylists. The salon has won
Salon of the Year Scotland a few times and just recently picked up
Team of the Year at the Scottish Hair and Beauty Awards.

ELECTRICAL BUNDLE

SAVE 15%

£45.90
each

MS2001 NEW SILK FUSION
Digital straightening iron featuring a variable digital temperature
control from 130°C - 230°C. ‘Cool’, ‘Regular’ and ‘Hot’ light
indicators on body to quickly identify iron setting and with
crystal silk nano plates. Straighten or curl.

£54.00 salon RSP

MC2000

SAVE 15%

New Miraki Clipper FX. Features a 440C stainless
steel and ceramic blade, adjustable grade taper
(0.8mm to 2mm cutting length), variable speed control
(max 7000rpm) and a long lasting Li-ion battery (with
a massive 270 mins use). Digital display with battery
life indicator and 3mm, 6mm, 9mm & 12mm clipper
guards. Magnetic close presentation box.

£45.90
each

£54.00 salon RSP
BUY AS A

BUNDLE

MD8000 CYCLONE
2100W Professional Hairdryer
• AC Motor
• 2 Speeds, 3 heats
• Cold Shot / Ionic action

SEE BELOW

SAVE 15%

£36.50

£42.95 salon RSP

FOR MASSIVE

SAVING

each

BUNDLE DEAL

All of the above - SILK FUSION, FX CLIPPER & CYCLONE
Normally £150.95. Now only:

£112.95 plus VAT
SWAP SILK FUSION for SLEEK ‘N’ CURL dependent on
availability

SAVE 25%

£112.95
BUNDLE

NEW Colorly OPTIMUS has arrived.
This latest development in the Colorly story builds on the innovation of the
Colorly brand. The Optimus range is 100% intermixable with Colorly 2020. This
update includes an addition of 23 new shades. The complete range features
96 shades. Details of the new shades are shown on the page opposite. The
key changes are: ♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Vegan certified formula
Improved colour adhesion and longevity
Flawless tonal results
Perfect grey coverage
Inclusion of &-Plex bond repair
Improved cream texture
Improved fragrance
Even lower ammonia
All natural ingredients from sustainable sources

NEW FEATURES
96 SHADES
GUARANTEED FORMULA

ULTIMATE SHINE
LONG LASTING RESULTS

GREAT FRAGRANCE

VEGAN

CIRCULAR ECONOMY /
SUSTAINABLE

&-Plex Bond Repair

NEW TEXTURE

Mediterranean Blend

The exclusive &-Plex Bond Repair is a complex of precious
organic oils and butters which helps to improve the brightness and resistance of the hair, making it stronger and
healthier.

The innovative Mediterranian Blend is a specially selected
mix of the highest quality Italian Fruits, which work to
improve the shine of the hair by reducing the deposit of
heavy minerals present in water.

Fragrance

Texture

The new fragrance provides coverage of the ammonia and
contributes to a relaxing experience for your client. With
hints of fresh woody aromas and flowery and oriental notes.

The new cream is much softer, smoother and easier to mix
and apply offering a greater yield during application.

Low Ammonia Content: Permanent colour with a low Ammonia content (NH3): providing greater respect for the hair shaft,
improved comfort during application and increased ease of closing of the cuticle.

NEW SHADES
CHESTNUT

The new Chestnut series (Cold Brown) eliminates yellow and orange reflections,
for neutral and vibrant results. 4CS 5CS 6CS 7CS

VIOLET ASH

The Violet Ash series was created to contrast yellow-orange reflections
and create natural reflections. 7CV 8CV 9CV 10CV

LAVANDER

The Lavender series contrasts the yellow reflections offering a refined and
elegant result. 7L 8L 9L 10L SSL

ASH PEARL

The Ash Pearl series contrasts the warm tones offering a result of
Mother of pearl on light tones and Natural on darker tones.
7PC 8PC (9PC 10PC exisiting shades)

INTENSE
COPPER

The Intense Copper series offers new exciting warm tones on the red side
of the chart. 7RT 8RT

In addition to the 17 new shades in the families above, the range also includes extensions to the existing ranges: 5RF (in the flaming
red series), 3V (in the violet brown series) and 10B (in the ultra light beige blonde series). In addition 3 new accents have been added:
AV (violet), WR (without red), AC (graphite accent). 23 new shades in total.

Fabulous new chart

OPENING OFFER FOR 23 NEW SHADES
Free Colour chart and brochure with 23 new shades:

£5.75 per tube salon RSP
PROMOTION FOR COLORLY 2020
Any discontinued 2020 shades (see chart below)

LESS 20%

for purchases of 6 tubes per single shade.

1B

1V

10D

7MB

7MP

7MR

6T

7T

8T

5P

6P

6RU

7FM

7FA

8FA

9FA

SSB

SSD

SSM

SSR

AG

4RD

7BD

8BD

7RF

7RR

9K

10K

7I

8I

9I

10I

R3D

6UV

7URV

7URU

7URF

8UR

9PD

10PD

9V

10V

SSV

GUARANTEED FORMULA

Fabulous new brochure

ESSENTIALS HALF PRICE

HALF PRICE THINNERS

ALL SIZES / ALL MODELS LISTED BELOW

WHEN PURCHASING MATCHING SCISSORS
TRI-525

IAL

TRI-510/11/12

NT
SSE

YE

AN

HALF PRICE

Essential thinner 5.5”

£49.00 salon RSP

HALF PRICE
plus VAT

£25.50

Essential classic 5”, 5.5” & 6”

£25.50

WHEN PURCHASING
MATCHING SCISSORS

plus VAT

£49.00 salon RSP

ZG-R-6045
LH

TRI Samurai 6”

£129.00 salon RSP

HALF PRICE

£25.50

HALF PRICE

£64.50
plus VAT

plus VAT

£49.00 salon RSP

Essential offset 5”, 5.5” & 6”

HALF PRICE

£33.00
plus VAT

WHEN PURCHASING
MATCHING SCISSORS

TRI-559

£49.00 salon RSP

HALF PRICE

£25.50
plus VAT

TRI-520/21/22
HALF PRICE

Proflile XL thinner 6.5”

Essential classic elite 5”, 5.5” & 6”

HALF PRICE

£42.50
plus VAT

WHEN PURCHASING
MATCHING SCISSORS

M9301

£49.00 salon RSP

£25.50
plus VAT

TRI-541/42
Essential ergo 5.5” & 6”

Miraki Fusion 6”

£189.00 salon RSP

Essential classic leftie 5.5”

TRI-515/16/17

NEW Essential Slim 6”

£85.00 salon RSP

TRI-511L

WHEN PURCHASING
MATCHING SCISSORS

TRI-570

£66.00 salon RSP

OPTION

£49.00 salon RSP

HALF PRICE

£94.50
plus VAT

HALF PRICE

£25.50
plus VAT

WHEN PURCHASING
MATCHING SCISSORS

STANDARD BLADE

TRI-HAIRBAG

We have a double sided DERBY blade. This
pack format is available as a pack of 5 double
sided blades (R101P-5) and Pillars of 20 packs /
100 blades (DERBYPILLAR). Orders for R101P-10
can be supplied as x2 packs of R101P-5 in a bag
with header - same equivalent price:

NEW Leather effect tool bag with
handle & shoulder strap. See
Page 4 for details and kit offers.

£40.00 salon RSP
SAVE 15%

£34.00
each

R101P-5 - pack of 5
Salon RSP £0.70
R101P-10 - pack of 2 x 5
Salon RSP £1.40
DERBY PILLAR - pack of 20 x 5
Salon RSP £13.50

6 + 1 FREE

ALL

FORMATS

Online Education
For online education dates, please check the website at:

www.italyhairbeauty.com/colour-education/
We currently have the dates below available for an Introduction to the NEW Colorly Optimus
range. We can also organise theory or range specific training for private group sessions.
Please contact lynne@tools4hair.com to check on availability.

Dates
Monday 23rd May 2022

MIRROR / RORRIM
9M42

11.00am - 12.00pm
Colorly Optimus. Duration 1hr

Round back mirror with strut
(black plastic back).

Wednesday 25th May 2022
7.00pm - 8.00pm
Colorly Optimus. Duration 1hr

Monday 30th May 2022

£10.00 salon RSP

3 + 1 FREE

net

£7.50

While stocks last

each

10.00am - 11.00am
Colorly Optimus. Duration 1hr

How to Book
Booking couldn’t be easier! Just pop along to our website and
select the sessions you wish to attend and add on your contact
details. You will receive your ZOOM login details via email. www.
italyhairbeauty.com/colour-education/

NB095
Round back mirror with handle
(black plastic back).

£12.95 salon RSP
net

3 + 1 FREE

£9.71
each

NB0009 Silver

3 + 1 FREE

net

£9.75
each

C9M21
Back Mirror, Oblong
(black plastic back).

£13.00 RSP

NB0115
Oblong back mirror with black
ornamental surround.

£9.90 salon RSP

3 + 1 FREE

net

£7.43
each

Kit includes:
Two syringes (one for colour / one for developer), Mixing tube,
applicator and plaster, Sturdy postal box (which can be sealed &
sent large letter), Full instructions for application and recording
results, Results recording panel.
GREAT
Available in units of 10 at a time:
SOLUTION FOR
PATCH TESTING
for 10 kits Salon RSP
AT HOME

£45.00

C9M26
Break-proof back mirror
(foam back)

£12.00 salon RSP

Supplying the professional hairdressing and beauty trade with the highest quality tools and implements

